
Farm Photo Scavenger Hunt – Clues

This animal lays the eggs
That we eat in the morning

Or if left untouched
They'll hatch without warning

This is a male chicken
That is early to rise
His natural alarm

Can be quite a surprise

This is a large building where animals sleep,
alongside the farm supplies we keep.

With this motorized machine
We plow up the ground
It’s large with wheels

And it makes a loud sound

This black and white animal
Often says, “Moo”

And will make a great steak 
For me and for you.

This is what horses eat,
as they prefer not to eat meat

This smelly animal
Will be made into pork

And when the time is right



We will eat it with a fork

This animal yields wool
For making winter clothes

Commonly used for sweaters
Or socks to cover toes

Used to nourish plants
This keeps them far from dry

Without this important substance
They will surely die

This animal wears a saddle on its back
And gallops across the land
It has a pretty tail and mane

And will eat out of your hand

This comes from a cow
And is something that we drink

If you leave it out to spoil
It will start to stink

This crop is grown
For making bread

Without this it would be hard
To keep the family fed

This substance is used
To keep away insects
It should be washed 

From the crops it protects

This is the name
For a baby dog

The name rhymes with “yuppie”
And is smaller than a hog.

ANSWER: Puppy



Farm Photo Scavenger Hunt – Answers

This animal lays the eggs
That we eat in the morning

Or if left untouched
They'll hatch without warning

ANSWER: Hen

This is a male chicken
That is early to rise
His natural alarm

Can be quite a surprise
ANSWER: Rooster

This is a large building where animals sleep,
alongside the farm supplies we keep.

ANSWER: Barn

With this motorized machine
We plow up the ground
It’s large with wheels

And it makes a loud sound
ANSWER: Tractor

This black and white animal
Often says, “Moo”

And will make a great steak 
For me and for you.

ANSWER: Cow



This is what horses eat,
as they prefer not to eat meat

ANSWER: Hay

This smelly animal
Will be made into pork

And when the time is right
We will eat it with a fork

 ANSWER: Pig

This animal yields wool
For making winter clothes

Commonly used for sweaters
Or socks to cover toes

ANSWER: Sheep

Used to nourish plants
This keeps them far from dry

Without this important substance
They will surely die
ANSWER: Water

This animal wears a saddle on its back
And gallops across the land
It has a pretty tail and mane

And will eat out of your hand
ANSWER: Horse

This comes from a cow
And is something that we drink

If you leave it out to spoil
It will start to stink
ANSWER: Milk



This crop is grown
For making bread

Without this it would be hard
To keep the family fed

ANSWER: Wheat

This substance is used
To keep away insects
It should be washed 

From the crops it protects
ANSWER: Pesticide

This is the name
For a baby dog

The name rhymes with “yuppie”
And is smaller than a hog.

ANSWER: Puppy


